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Pandas in the mountains of China live a wilder life than their captive cousins
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You tuck your book about giant squid under your arm to check out, 
take home, and read more later. But you haven’t had enough of an-
imals and science yet. A book on a different shelf, with a beautiful 
black and white animal on its cover, catches your eye. This animal is 
another giant, but this time, it’s a giant panda. 

Who doesn’t love giant pandas? Animal lovers around the world 
adore these bamboo-eating, black and white bears. Today, panda-lov-
ers in the United States can visit the species up close in three zoos: 
the Smithsonian National Zoo in Washington, D.C., Zoo Atlanta in 
Georgia, and the Memphis Zoo in Tennessee.

These highly protected and pam-
pered bears devour fruit-filled 
popsicles and “cake” made from 
a mix of bamboo, corn, rice, 
and eggs. They live in tempera-
ture-controlled homes with 24/7 
care. 

But these amazing animals have an important job. In addition to 
looking cute, they help educate people about their species and help 
scientists safeguard their precious genetics. Pandas are highly en-
dangered, or at risk of going extinct in the wild. 

FU N FACT

A full-grown panda in 
captivity can weigh as 
much as 350 pounds.
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Meanwhile, in the Mountains of China …

Pandas in zoos may form relationships with their caregivers, but 
pandas in the wild are rarely seen. So, what’s it like to be a wild pan-
da?

Wild pandas generally weigh 
less than captive pandas because 
they work hard to find food. They 
move from place to place search-
ing for the right variety of bam-
boo to eat at just the right time. 

A wild panda might spend 12 or more hours a day munching the 
starchy grass and its shoots, stalks, and leaves to get enough nutri-
tion. Wild pandas climb trees to escape danger, whereas their cap-
tive cousins climb for fun and exercise. Wild pandas also tend to live 
shorter lives.

DID YOU KNOW?

Pandas may dine on 
more than 40 types of 
bamboo, including pencil-
thin arrow bamboo.

Group of giant pandas eating bamboo
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Learning about Pandas

To help save the species, scientists in zoos study captive pandas to 
learn about their behavior and how they reproduce. Scientists also 
study wild pandas, but this requires tracking them through slippery 
mountain ravines and thick bamboo forests at the top of remote 
mountains in China.

Not surprisingly, scientists don’t see many pandas in the wild. Field 
study often involves investigating panda poop to learn about the 
animal’s eating habits and counting unique sets of teeth marks left 
on bamboo stalks to estimate the size of panda populations. If scien-
tists do find a giant panda, they might tranquilize it, measure it, and 
check its health. They might also fit the animal with a radio tracking 
collar to monitor its travels. Protecting an endangered species is no 
easy task.

Two young pandas playing in a tree


